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Preface
On November 11,2017, trade ministers from 11 Pacific Rim countries announced an agreement 
on pushing ahead with a free-trade deal. But the issue is its destiny was uncertain after U.S. 
President Donald Trump’s announcement---dropping the name of the United States out of the TPP’s 
list.
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While the rest of the TPP 11 countries reached an agreement on a number of fundamental 
parts,” as Vietnam’s trade minister, Tran Tuan Anh, mentioned at the press conference, more work 
must be done before leaders of the 11countries endorse the plan. Their primary work is to revise 
the deal to allow them to proceed without the United States. The new pact--- the Comprehensive 
and Progressive Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partnership---can take force 60 days after at least 
six signatories complete domestic procedures. In coming to the joint agreement, the 11 countries 
reached a consensus on suspending 20 clauses in the original text — assuming the United States 
will be out of the pact — including 11 items on intellectual property. One incident occurred when 
the Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau skipped the meeting after holding talks with Prime 
Minister Shinzo Abe on November 10. Canada was not ready to confirm the agreement---which was 
reached at the ministerial level. That’s the way it was on November 11,2017—the day 11 countries, 
not 12 countries, concluded a pact for Trans-Pacific Agreement. 
One thing which perturbed a large number of foreign observers as well as negotiation researchers 
and political scientists is “how did it happen and under what circumstances the United States 
suddenly withdrew from the Trans-Pacific Trade Agreement—the agreement which had been 
reached in Hawaii in the summer of 2016? William Zartman, a negotiation scholar at Johns 
Hopkins Research Institute in Washington, D.C. aptly points out the significant element in an effort 
to move a series of negotiations forward is “ to examine pre-negotiation as a phase of negotiation 
and defines its essence as the attempting to persuade another that a joint solution to a common 
problem is possible.”(Zartman & Edited by J.G. Stein, Getting to The Table, Baltimore & London: 
The Johns Hopkins University Press.1986).  But to do so, it is vital to trace stages of the process 
of pre-negotiation among 11 members of Trans-Pacific Partnership(TPP henceforth). Thus, this 
paper first devleves into: American's sudden withdrawal from the original TPP under the Trump 
administration—which turned the rest of 11 TPP nations in a state of consternation; second, what 
the author terms, four critical stages of pre-negotiations and deal making processes taken place 
during the transition period; and third explores turning points which moved 11 TPP parties to 
negotiating tables in 2017.      
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President Trump’s Advocacy on TPP in January
President Trump speaking against TPP at the Federal Council on Feb.23, 2017
The first critical incident occurred when newly elected President Donald Trump insinuated the 
U.S. intention of withdrawing from TPP in his inauguration address on January 20—which reads: 
“We have withdrawn the United States from the job killing Trans-Pacific Partnership.” (A new 
chapter of American Greatness is now beginning) 
The following is the gist of the official Memorandum released on January 23with comments of 
the present author. President Donald Trump strongly advocated:  
From the beginning, newly elected President Trump geared up by asserting “We assembled here 
today are issuing a new decree to be heard in every city, in every foreign capital, in every hall of 
power – from this day on a new vision will govern our land – from this day onwards it is only going 
to be America first – America first! “
 Thereafter, he delivered his strong contentions based on his patriotism straight forwardly. “Every 
decision on trade, on taxes, on immigration, on foreign affairs will be made to benefit American 
workers and American families. Protection will lead to great prosperity and strength. I will fight 
for you with every bone in my body and I will never ever let you down. America will start winning 
again. America will start winning like never before. We will bring back our jobs, we will bring 
back our borders, we will bring back our wealth, we will bring back our dreams. We will bring new 
roads and high roads and bridges and tunnels and railways all across our wonderful nation. We will 
get our people off welfare and back to work – rebuilding our country with American hands and 
American labor.”
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With regard to the rules or schemes, he put two simple rules in plain English—repeating the 
nations first delivery which can be comprehended by people at large. We will follow two simple 
rules – buy American and hire American. We see good will with the nations of the world but we do 
so with the understanding that it is the right of all nations to put their nations first. “
President Trump asserted that it is the policy of his Administration to represent the American 
people and their financial well-being in all negotiations, particularly the American worker, and 
to create fair and economically beneficial trade deals that serve their interests. Additionally, he 
commented that “in order to ensure these outcomes, it is the intention of my Administration to 
deal directly with individual countries on a one-on-one (or bilateral) basis in negotiating future 
trade deals. Trade with other nations is, and always will be, of paramount importance to my 
Administration and to me, as President of the United States.”
Based on these principles, in his opinion, by the authority vested in him as President by the 
Constitution and the laws of the United States of America, Trump emphasized “I hereby direct you 
to withdraw the United States as a signatory to the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP), to permanently 
withdraw the United States from TPP negotiations, and to begin pursuing, wherever possible, 
bilateral trade negotiations to promote American industry, protect American workers, and raise 
American wages. This statement was construed as his own America comes first philosophy. “ He 
also stressed “American people will be directed to provide written notification to the Parties and 
to the Depository of the TPP, as appropriate, that the United States withdraws as a signatory of the 
TPP and withdraws from the TPP negotiating process.” (Memorandum in the Federal Register). 
That’s the way it was on inauguration day, January 20,2017 in Nation’s Capital. As we have 
observed, the decisive action and drastic measure taken by newly elected President Trump triggered 
a great deal of pandemonium and sent tremendous shock waves via media satellite around the 




The 1st Stage Set on April 8 & Moves in April
 Pre-Negotiation Between VP Pence & Deputy Aso on Market Access
Pre-negotiation, in the words of Zartman, “is such a troublesome phase concept,” and he 
views the process of getting to the table as ‘pre-negotiation. If pre-negotiation does not succeed, 
negotiation does not take place. If pre-negotiation dose succeed, it is likely that it will provide 
important outcomes for negotiation. .   
The present author views pre-negotiation—a purposive period of transition—as a sort of crisis 
management—which includes :(1) ‘diagnostic phase—the phase of bringing about negotiations—
long before the first formal sessions begins. The beginning moment of the phase is normally 
not clear-cut—because it is similar to a kind of soul searching period. It’s process is problem 
identification;(2) search for options; (3)commitment to negotiation –which leads to (4)“ripe 
moment.” It should be kept in mind that each phase  tends to be gray around the edges. 
In another words, although at first pre-negotiation appears to unclear whether crisis precedes 
pre-negotiation or whether pre-negotiation staves off crisis, it soon becomes apparent that the only 
reason why negotiation should follow crisis is that human beings have a tendency to disagree on 
the reality of an impending crisis and lock the stable door after the horse has bolted. The prevention 
of crises before they occur were realistic concerns and conceptual challenges particularly for the 
United States and Japan out of the 12 nations. To make a smooth transition from the 12 TPP nations 
to 11 nations, the United States and Japan took a quick and swift action for that matter. The process 
of pre-negotiation begins when one or more parties considers negotiation as a policy option and 
communicates this intention to other parties. Thus, U.S. Vice President Mike Pence and Japan's 
Deputy Prime Minister Taro Aso made a move for policy options in April,2017.  
Prior to departure for Tokyo, Vice President Mike Pence made remarks to reporters that he would 
confer with Japan's Deputy Prime Minister Taro Aso on April 8(Tuesday) and would initiate talks 
in Tokyo telling the Trump administration hopes to open doors in Japan for U.S.-made products and 
attract Japanese investment for infrastructure projects in the United States. 
Pence emphasized the Trump administration's "resolve" on the North Korean nuclear threat, a 
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theme he revisited in Japan as well. Tokyo was the second leg on Pence's 10-day trip in Asia –which 
stressed U.S. President Donald Trump’s willingness to boost U.S. trade in the region even though 
he killed the 12-nation Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) trade pact shortly after assuming his office 
at the White House.
A White House economic policy adviser who accompanied Mr. Pence mentioned the following 
on condition of anonymity —"We thought it was important, particularly post-withdrawal (from) 
TPP, to let the region know that we haven't forgotten about them." Those who advocates for the 
TPP initiated by former President Barack Obama and supported by Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo 
Abe, stated that it would have dramatically reduced tariffs on U.S. goods and opened new markets. 
The deal was supported by business sector groups, but U.S. labor interests argued it would hurt 
American workers—which led Trump saying “I could negotiate a better deal.” Trump campaigned 
for office on an "America First" platform, saying he would boost U.S. manufacturing jobs and 
reduce the country's trade deficit with countries like Japan. Last year, Japan had a $69 billion trade 
surplus with the United States, the U.S. Treasury Department indicated ----expressing concern over 
what it called the "persistence" of the imbalance. In talks with Pence, Aso told Pence that 11 TPP 
nations would leave the door for open for the United States—sending a message with the hope 
that U.S. could anytime return to TPP.(The Yomiuri Newspaper of October 18)  Their talks made it 
possible for the rest of TPP nations to undertake for a new type of TPP 11 without the United States, 
but TPP 11 would welcome the United States again anytime. This confirmation offered by Aso in 
a way gave the United States a sort of psychological relief in view of crisis management for the 
future.
President Trump has all along complained that Japan keeps its currency artificially low, though a 
Treasury Department report last week did not label Japan a currency manipulator. The issue was not 
expected to be raised in talks on April 8.
It appears that Trump also vowed to renegotiate existing trade deals to direct his attention to 
bilateral agreements rather than regional ones. Even the five-year-old Korea-U.S. trade agreement 





Trump and Abe agreed in February,2017 to have Pence-Abe Aso open an economic issue 
dialogue sometime soon. The leaders were expected on April 8 to agree on principles and a process 
for further detailed discussions between Japanese officials and the U.S. Commerce, Treasury, State 
and Agriculture Departments, as well as the U.S. Trade Representative. Pence and Aso did not 
get into the details. This is because that Japan wanted to avoid taking up a bilateral trade deal for 
fear of being pressured into opening up highly protected areas of its economy, such as agricultural 
products.
While the discussions held on April 8 did not prescribe a free-trade deal, the talks eventually 
led to those kinds of negotiations. Pence met Abe for a working lunch. They were joined by 
U.S. Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross, in Tokyo for his own talks with Japanese Trade Minister 
Hiroshige Seko. Vice President Pence and Japanese Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Finance 
Aso Taro . Pence stated that the U.S. and Japan had launched talks that could eventually result in a 
bilateral trade negotiation between the two economies. 
How Foreign Observers View the Withdrawal of the US from TPP?
American President Donald Trump dealt a death blow to the Trans-Pacific Partnership, a trade 
deal that was negotiated between 12 nations that represent more than 40% of the global economy. 
The other 11 countries were aware of the fact this was coming. Trump blamed the TPP, among other 
trade deals, on the election campaign trail, saying that the deal would send jobs overseas and benefit 
special interests rather than American workers. His election in November all but sealed the TPP's 
fate, at least in its current form.
So what's next for Australia, Brunei, Canada, Chile, Japan, Malaysia, Mexico, New Zealand, 
Peru, Singapore and Vietnam? What's in it for them? The biggest driver for most TPP participants 
was access to the valuable US market; America's GDP accounts for 69% of the combined GDP of 
the 12-member bloc, Rajiv Biswas, IHS Global Insight's Asia-Pacific chief economist, told CNN in 
an email. Dairy, meat and agricultural products—especially in New Zealand and Australia—could 
have made their way to the US. Japan, the next biggest market, would drop some of its protections 
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on domestic meat and rice, which would be a boon for foreign exporters but may hurt domestic 
market. But it would also get access to new markets for its own products – especially automobiles. 
"A number of Asian TPP signatories were expected to derive significant economic gains from 
the TPP and the final decision by President Trump to withdraw from TPP is a blow to their trade 
liberalization plan," Biswas said. In Japan, Vice President Pence Pushes For Bilateral Trade Deal. 
Vice President Pence and Japanese Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Finance Taro Aso leave 
the prime minister's official residence in Tokyo on April 16,,2017 Tuesday. Pence indicated that the 
U.S. and Japan had launched talks that could eventually result in a bilateral trade deal between the 
two economies.
Vice President Pence, visiting Japan on his 10-day tour of Asia, said the U.S. has launched 
bilateral talks with Tokyo in the hopes of reaching a new trade agreement. It was Pence's second 
stop on the trip, which will later take him to Australia and Indonesia. He previously visited South 
Korea, where he emphasized the Trump administration's "resolve" on the North Korean nuclear 
threat, a theme he revisited in Japan as well.(CNN on TPP “Where the 11 other countries go from 
here? ”by Joshua Berlinger)
Trade as a Primary Topic 
The initiation of new talks with Japan meant a lot not only to the United States and Japan but 
also to the 11 TPP nations as it was meant to take the place of the Trans-Pacific Partnership. As 
readers may now that President Trump campaigned against the TPP, a long-negotiated multilateral 
trade deal that former President Obama supported.  Upon taking office in January, Trump pulled the 
U.S. out of the TPP — which needed all the signatory nations to ratify the international negotiation. 
While Pence insisted that the U.S. is finished with the Trans-Pacific Partnership agreement –
describing the TPP as “a thing of the past for the United States”—adding it will instead seek a 
bilateral deal with Japan which it hopes will give US companies better access to its market, and 
Japan, though, is unwilling to give up on the TPP, and it's organizing other member nations to move 
ahead without the U.S., the TPP isn't necessarily dead.
In his talks with Japanese counterparts in Tokyo on April 8, he pushed for greater access to 
Japan's markets for U.S. companies, and for more Japanese investment in the U.S. The talks did 
not get into sector-by-sector issues such as auto exports---- with no U.S. trade representative yet in 
office and other key positions still unfilled. The U.S. withdrawal from the Trans-Pacific Partnership 
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was a blow to Japan following pain staking and strenuous negotiations, especially over opening its 
long-protected farm sector to more imports of dairy and meat products.
It seems that at this stage(in the early part of April,2017). both the United States and Japan 
tried to downplay potential for conflict or friction--- which has been vanquished in a new era of 
cooperation. 
11 TPP Countries Shaken & Japan’s New Move
On Aril 20, The Japanese government had to make a decision about going the Trans-Pacific 
Partnership free trade agreement without the United States . With this new direction set, the 
government aimed to contain the U.S. demand for bilateral talks.(April 20, 2017) However, other 
issues remained among the remaining TPP’s11 participating countries in order for the TPP to take 
effect leaving the future of the treaty uncertain.
For the TPP to come into effect, it (TPP) needed to be approved by at least six countries among 
the 12, including the United States, together representing 85 percent or more of the combined gross 
domestic product of the member nations. At that moment, 11 participating representatives realized 
that the pact could not come into effect because the United States, which accounted for more than 
60 percent of the combined GDP, had announced its withdrawal. Under such circumstances, such 
countries as Australia and New Zealand, proposed the idea of putting the TPP into force with the 
remaining 11 nations only, leaving out the United States. Japan, out of consideration for the United 
States, refrained from taking a clear position on the proposal first. The Japanese government also 
changed course to go ahead with the idea of TPP 11 — a name referring to the 11 nations other than 
the United States.
Since the Japanese government is unhappy and wary of the progress being made in negotiations 
for a free-trade bloc in Asia, if in negotiations for the Regional Comprehensive Economic 
Partnership (RCEP), in which 16 nations including Japan, China and South Korea are participating, 
it is likely that China and the members of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations are keen to 
conclude it at an early stage. And if China increases its presence in the Regional Comprehensive 
Economic Partnership (RCEP) and if the Asian treaty comes into effect before the TPP — setting 
lower standards for trade and investment rules than the TPP would — the rules made under the TPP, 
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such as for the protection of intellectual property rights and reforms of state-owned enterprises, may 
become meaningless or may fizzle out..
Of course, it is not easy to bring the TPP into effect without the huge market of the United States, 
but for the 11 participating nations to make it happen, they ae required to  agree on changes to the 
content of the current pact. Furthermore, if they renegotiate tariffs, they are likely to face prolonged 
negotiation talks time wise. If they also revise the treaty statement, they will have to go through a 
domestic process of obtaining approval from the Diet, or its equivalent, in each participating state.
Vietnam and Malaysia, which eased domestic regulations to prepare to enter the U.S. market, are 
said to feel negatively toward effecting the TPP with only 11 countries. Some of the participating 
nations have shown interest in forming a new framework that includes China. Among Japanese 
officials involved in TPP negotiations, some called for setting measures that make it possible for 
the United States to return. Because Japan’s GDP growth will be boosted by 1.37 percent if the 
TPP comes into effect with all 12 nations, while the figure stands at 1.11 percent with an 11-nation 
effectuation.
The 2nd Stage was set in Hanoi May 21
On May 22 in Hanoi,Vietnam,Trade ministers from the Asia-Pacific region gathered in 
Hanoi,Vietnam to accelerate negotiations in an effort to finalize a regional trade agreement at amid 
fears of growing trade protectionism. Negotiations for the 16-member Regional Comprehensive 
Economic Partnership(RCEP) led by China started four years ago, and 16 members sought to 
finalize the agreement by the end of the year. 16 members were at the stage where it had become 
important to all of them  to show political willingness to move our discussions forward, in view 
of  trends in some parts of the world where a return of protectionism had been heard. They tried to 
push the negotiations forward by inserting the political will to break the remaining challenges. Their 
presence there sent a strong message of their commitment and drive toward reaching substantial 
conclusion of negotiations by the end of the year. 
May 20th meeting took place at a time when 11 remaining members of the Trans Pacific 
Partnership(TPP) committed to move ahead without the United States. President Donald Trump 
withdrew the United States from the TPP days after taking office in January, fulfilling one of 
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campaign promises. Trump preferred bilateral free trade agreements instead of multilateral deals, 
which he claimed stole American jobs. With the TPP without U.S. participation, RCEP would be 
the world's largest free regional trade pact, even though it has fewer requirements compared with 
TPP in terms of labor rights, intellectual property rights and environmental protection. RCEP, 
which includes 10 members of ASEAN and their partners, including Australia, China, India, Japan, 
South Korea and New Zealand, is seen as an alternative to the TPP. asking at the meeting May 22, 
Vietnamese Minister of Industry and Trade Tran Tuan Anh said RCEP showed the world that free 
trade was possible even amid growing trade protectionism. 
On May 23 , Japan and the 10 other participating countries in the Trans-Pacific Partnership(TPP) 
free trade deal affirmed at a ministerial meeting on May 21. they decided to continue their 
collaboration to bring the TPP into force at an early stage. However, differences in each country’s 
stance were revealed again----when it comes to drafting a joint statement—which was not settled 
on until just before the meeting. Whether member countries could pave the way for the deal’s 
effectuation until the next deadline in November became a big issue.
On the early morning of May 21(around 7:00p.m.)—before the start of the ministerial meeting, 
Nobuteru Ishihara, minister in charge of TPP affairs, held talks with Canada’s International Trade 
Minister Francois-Philippe Champagne at a hotel in Hanoi. 
Member countries’ stances on effectuation of TPP can be summarized as follows:
(1) Put the TPP into effect soon without the U.S.    →  Japan, Australia, New Zealand
(2) Understand Japan & stances of other countries →  Singapore, Brunei
(3) Consider carefully a TPP without the U.S.        →  Mexico, Canada
(4) Seek participation of other countries                 →  Chile, Peru
(5) Wish to effectuate a TPP, including the U.S.     →  Malaysia, Vietnam 
The U.S.pulled out of the TPP 
in January,2017
One thing which surprised participants representing the 11 countries was Canada postponed its 
decision over whether it approved of the draft statement at the chief negotiators’ meeting, which 
had dragged on from the previous night until dawn the next day. Ishihara tried to settle the draft at 
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a political level. At the ministerial meeting, member countries showed strong concern over how 
to deal with the United States--which had announced its withdrawal from the TPP. According to 
a source familiar with the negotiations, many representatives of TPP 11nations expressed several 
concerns at the ministerial meeting, and they determined to move ahead on the TPP with 11 
countries, while it might antagonize the United States.
The joint statement revealed that a series of the past struggles in considering of their concerns. 
While Japan, Australia and New Zealand pushed to effectuate the TPP at an early stage with 11 
countries excluding the United States, the joint statement did not clarify whether the TPP would  be 
put into early effect by 11 countries, or by 12 countries including the United States. Malaysia and 
Vietnam approved the deregulation of their markets in the TPP negotiation process because they 
expected greater exports to the United States, which is a huge market. Even now the two countries 
are hoping the United States would return to the TPP in the future. The statement also included a 
sentence that they “expand to include other economies that can accept the high standards of the 
TPP,” because Chile and Peru had shown a willingness for an effectuation of the deal making under 
a new plan that includes additional participants such as China and other countries if China was able 
to keep international rules and law. The content of the joint statement is viewed as keeping several 
options open. Because if 11 participating countries stick to effectuation with 11 countries, it could 
break their solidarity.
Taken as a whole, 11 countries agreed at the meeting that they would not change a section of the 
TPP about eliminating and reducing tariffs that they had already agreed to. They were expected to 
have difficulties because they would need to draw up new agreements to put the deal into effect 
without the United States. 
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The 3rd Stage was a talk between Pence & Aso on Oct. 17
U.S.-Japan Talks on Oct.16 in Washington, D.C. before 
the TPP 11 Negotiation in Da Nang, Vietnam   
Oct 17, 2017, in Washington, Deputy Prime Minister Taro Aso and U.S. Vice President Mike 
Pence met ,but they remained at odds on October 16 over U.S. calls to start bilateral free trade 
talks but made progress on automobile and farm trade between the world’s biggest and third-
largest economies.
U.S. Vice President Mike Pence was willing to start talks on a bilateral free trade agreement 
with Japan during the second round of the two countries’ economic dialogue on the day. It was the 
first time for Pence to show such an intention during the conversation with Japanese Deputy Prime 
Minister Taro Aso. Pence discussed the possibility of the Japan-U.S. FTA in a press conference after 
the first round of the dialogue in Tokyo in April. This suggests that the United States might start 
making specific demands on the FTA prior to President Donald Trump’s visit to Japan in November, 
as the president was concerned over reducing the U.S. trade deficit.
In the meantime, Aso explained to Pence the significance of the Trans-Pacific Partnership(TPP) 
free trade agreement telling Japan, which has been seeking the United States’ return to the TPP, 
took a cautious stance on the launch of FTA talks. He showed interest in promoting Japan-U.S. 
leadership in rulemaking on trade and investment in the Asia-Pacific region. They confirmed that 
both Japan and the United States would strengthen economic ties and cooperation in such fields as 
exports of liquefied natural gas, infrastructure development, including railroad construction, and 
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efforts to allow women to play more active roles in society. 
The 4th Stage at Nang, Vietnam on Nov. 10
New TPP to take effect in 2 years at earliest
On November 10, 2017 in Danang, Vietnam a new free trade deal on which 11 signatories to the 
Trans-Pacific Partnership(TPP) reached a basic agreement. But it would take effect two years later. 
After signing the new TPP by the end of the first half of 2018, the 11 participating countries will 
start working to obtain respective parliamentary approvals for the negotiation deal. The original 
TPP, agreed by the 12 countries, including the United States in October 2015----which had to 
be ratified by six signatories----accounted for 85 percent or more of the 12 countries’ total gross 
domestic product, if it enters into force.
The requirement, intended to make it impossible for the free trade agreement to take effect 
without American participation—which is the world’s largest economy. According to negotiation 
researchers, President Trump—who is not well acquainted with international economic system----
may receive a barrage of protest letters from American farmers who are willing to export American 
agricultural products and beef and dairy products to Japan.   
While the broad agreement at a ministerial level meeting in Da Nang, Vietnam had been reached 
on November 8, the 11 countries made a decision about deleting the GDP criteria and introduced 
instead a requirement for the new type of TPP’s effectuation. Doing so makes it possible for a 
majority of signatories complete procedures to secure parliamentary authorization.
TPP leaders’ meeting postponed 
On November 10, 2017, in Da Nang, Vietnam, a planned meeting represented by leaders of the 
11 countries in the Trans-Pacific Partnership to determine the fate of the trade pact did not take 
place on the day(Friday), amid disagreements over as to how to make strides without the United 
States.
The 11 leaders were set to meet on the sidelines of the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation 
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summit in Vietnam to discuss how to take action---pushing ahead with TPP. Their meeting was 
preceded. But conflicting views and comments were expressed from their delegations on November 
9, when the trade ministers met to draw up a plan to present to the leaders. Although Japan had gone 
along with an agreement in principle, Canada disputed and was not ready to reach an agreement. 
While the 11 leaders were supposed to hold a meeting after luncheon, Canadian Prime Minister 
Justin Trudeau failed to show up. According to a Canadian official “the meeting did not happen, 
work remains to be done and that’s what’s happening now.” and he continued “We need to get this 
right and that will take the time it takes. We have to remember, the task officials had going into this 
week was to present options.” 
 Trump Sent Strong Messages
U.S. President Donald Trump transmitted a strong message on trade at a meeting of Asia-Pacific 
countries in Vietnam on November 10--- emphasizing the United States could no longer tolerate 
chronic trade abuses and would push forward fair and equal policies---which was construed as a 
bit astonishing message to those who gathered at the meeting place in Vietnam. While Trump made 
a wish that the United States was anytime ready to make a bilateral negotiation with any country 
in the Indo-Pacific region on one condition—that is on the basis of “mutual respect and mutual 
benefit.”
Furthermore, he added in the seaside resort of Da Nang by saying “when the United States enters 
into a trading relationship with other countries or other peoples, the United States will from now 
on expect that our partners will faithfully follow the rules.” In a speech ahead of a summit of Asia-
Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) leaders. he advocated that “we expect that markets will 
be open to an equal degree on both sides and that private investment, not government planners, 
will direct investment,” Trump arriving in Vietnam from China on the fourth leg of a 12-day trip 
to Asia, again stressed the balance of trade between Asia and the United States is at the center of 
Trump’s “America first” policy—which in turn protects American workers. While China has by far 
the largest trade surplus with the United States, Vietnam is also on the list of those surpluses. Thus 
the Trump administration will push Vietnam to reduce its trade surplus level. APEC, which has long 
been known as a champion of free trade, has itself been shaken up by the changes under the Trump 
administration. Inasmuch as Trump did a way with the TPP trade deal early in his presidency, the 
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remaining 11 members have struggled to build momentum to keep it alive and going. Although 
he was addressing a meeting alongside the summit of Asia-Pacific leaders, in his speech, Trump 
repeatedly referred to the Indo-Pacific region and mentioned the importance of India---which shares 
democracy and other values as well as the same language –English with the United States.
Trump broke early with the “Pivot to Asia” of the Obama administration by worrying some 
traditional allies that he would allow China to extend its increasing dominance and military 
presence—which could affect American international positions in the Asia-Pacific region. Da Nang 
itself sits on the shore of the South China Sea, one of the region’s biggest security challenges and 
where China’s neighbors challenge its claim to most of the waterway as having no basis in law.
Incidentally, Da Nang has a special place in U.S.-Vietnamese history: Because it was where the 
first U.S. ground troops disembarked in 1965 in the escalation of a war that would last another 
decade before the communist victory. Da Nang was close to some of the heaviest fighting and its air 
base was the route through which many Americans were sent to the war. 
How Trump Views TPP 11?
Leaders of the 11 remaining TPP members, representing 13.5 percent of the global economy are 
going to meet on the sidelines of the APEC summit to seek an agreement in principle that unlike 
the original accord would not require U.S. involvement?  Meanwhile, a 16-member region-wide 
pact called the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership was also under negotiation—which 
includes China and India but also does not include the U.S. Adam Sitkoff, executive director of the 
American Chamber of Commerce in Hanoi stated that "as all these countries around the world are 
moving forward on trade and are getting better deals for their economies, the U.S. is falling behind 
and that's a real problem for American companies," said Vietnam's export sector has blossomed as 
Chinese and other manufacturers of T-shirts, pants and other inexpensive clothing and shoes moved 
their factories to Southeast Asia to take advantage of the region's lower wages and anticipated 
tariff cuts under the TPP. Much of the world's production remains in China, but supply chains are 
stretching farther into Southeast Asia and beyond, into South Asia and Africa, in search of cheaper 
labor and new, faster growing markets. 
Demand is surging rapidly that factory bosses have a hard time finding and keeping skilled 
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workers. With or without TPP, Vietnam's apparel exports to the U.S. continue to grow. Nearly a 
decade after the 2008 financial crisis, this region's commitment to globalization--- to weaving its 
economies ever more tightly into the web of world supply chains, consumer markets and finance 
-- is unshaken. On a regional level, and in Vietnam, data show trade and investment growing faster 
than ever before. 
The Obama administration championed the TPP as a strategy for buttressing U.S. influence and 
growing markets in the booming Asia-Pacific region. Many businesses planned their investments 
in anticipation the deal would be ratified. Without the U.S., the TPP runs the risk of being eclipsed 
by the 16-member RCEP (pronounced "are-cep"), which has fewer requirements than the TPP 
regarding labor rights, intellectual property and environmental protection. Its members hope to 
finalize an agreement by the end of this year. 
The TPP was meant to be the foundation for forging a free-trade zone akin to the EU in the Asia-
Pacific. The RCEP could play a similar role: participating countries account for almost half of the 
world's population and contribute about 30 percent of global GDP and over a quarter of world 
exports. Vietnam is a member of both groupings. Now, the U.S. is not in either one. "When we look 
at Asia, we see a noodle bowl of trade agreements already, all these countries negotiating all these 
things with each other, and unfortunately the U.S. was not in almost any of these agreements," 
said Sitkoff. While U.S. companies are agile enough to adjust their supply chains to take into 
account the pullout from the TPP, he said, it does put them at a disadvantage. Both trade deals face 
conflicts over specific provisions. Critics say both give too much power to corporate interests at the 
expense of the environment and labor protections. The current 11 TPP countries have said they are 
open to others joining, provided they accept the trade agreement's higher standards on labor and 
environmental protection. And they are hoping the U.S. will eventually return to the pact. 
Before leaving Washington for Asia, Trump Dashed Hopes. 
President Trump has been telling for a year or so that "the U.S, trade deals are horrible. It's very 
sad for our country. Every trade deal we have is disastrous. We're renegotiating our trade deals." 
While visiting Beijing earlier this week, Trump complained there was a "very one-sided and unfair" 
trade relationship with China. His visit to Beijing coincided with announcements that the U.S. and 
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China had signed agreements valued at more than $250 billion for products including U.S.-made jet 
engines, auto parts, liquefied natural gas and beef. Such contract signings are routine with foreign 
leader visits to Beijing and are intended to defuse complaints about China's trade policies. But they 
are also in keeping with Trump's preference for country-to-country dealings. 
The Trump administration has shifted the U.S. strategy on trade in various ways other than 
insisting on bilateral deals instead of multi-country arrangement, imposing rarely used options such 
as actions based on national security concerns and initiating investigations that normally would be 
requested by companies, Chad Brown of the Peterson Institute for International Economics wrote in 
a report in June. While the bureaucrats haggle over trade rules, the landscape of global commerce is 
ever changing. 
Like China, Vietnam started out exporting clothing, shoes and other inexpensive items. Now, it's 
the largest mobile phone production base for Samsung, the world's largest mobile phone maker. The 
value of Vietnam's exports of phones and phone parts, computers and other electrical components 
up to August, 2017 amounted to 1.6 times the value of its clothing and shoe exports. 
"Trade grows very fast in this region and that grows economies," said Alan Bollard, executive 
director of APEC's secretariat and a former governor of New Zealand's central bank. "Many people 
have come out of poverty and joined the middle class thanks to that process." "We know it's a 
complex issue, but there's generally a feeling we want more trade and more growth," he said. 
TPP Remains To Be Seen
On November 11,2017 ,Da Nang, Vietnam,the 11 members canceled a meeting of the nations’ 
leaders that had been postponed due to Canada’s opposition to the content of the broad agreement. 
However, based on the results of the ministerial meeting, each member country will begin 
procedures for the final agreement. At a press conference, Motegi expressed a high opinion of the 
broad agreement, saying: “All the ministers agreed [to it]. The content is of a high level and well 
balanced.”
 TPP would go into effect 60 days after six out of the 11 countries finish their domestic 
procedures. The Vietnamese minister also welcomed the outcome, saying that an important 
agreement had been reached, and that the broad agreement, which is comprehensive and maintains 
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the high-level content of the TPP pact, would serve the interests of each member nation. 
Under the broad agreement, 20 items are to be frozen until the United States returns to the trade 
deal, out of which 11 concern intellectual property. The 11 countries were initially scheduled to 
hold a meeting of the nations’ leaders on Friday afternoon to confirm their broad agreement on the 
new trade deal that excludes the United States. However, immediately before the leaders’ meeting, 
Canada asserted that it was “not yet at the stage where leaders can confirm the agreement” reached 
among ministers on November 9. As a result, the meeting of leaders was postponed.
Afterward, ministers of the 11 member countries again reached a consensus on the content of 
their broad agreement and a joint statement, among other items. Canadian Trade Minister Francois-
Philippe Champagne on Saturday tweeted that major progress had been made. The 11 countries now 
plan to examine whether the broad agreement is consistent with their domestic laws, and solidify 
the written agreement.
The nations are expected to sign the pact and begin necessary domestic procedures to put it into 
effect, including endorsement by their parliaments. They aim for it to take effect as early as 2019. 
However, in addition to Canada, New Zealand’s newly launched administration is also cautious 
about the TPP. It remains to be seen whether the nations’ domestic procedures will progress 
smoothly. One incident occurred when the Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau skipped the 
meeting after holding talks with Prime Minister Shinzo Abe on the day.
Final Remarks
On November 10, as indicated at the outset, 11 countries tentatively reached a consensus with 
the exception of Canada—which was not ready to confirm the agreement—at the ministerial level. 
“We will only sign onto a deal that reflects Canada’s interests and meets our objectives to create 
and sustain well-paying middle class jobs in today’s competitive global economy,” he said in a 
statement.
Asked by reporters if the deal had the support of Canada and Canadian prime Minister Trudeau, 
Toshimitsu Motegi in charge of economic reforms, stated “Canada did agree, and that means the 
‘top’ also agreed, Trudeau had said days earlier that Canada would not be rushed into an agreement. 
Canadian Trade Minister Francois-Philippe Champagne defended the delay, echoing Trudeau in 
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saying he would not be rushed. The frictions in talks — which saw the chief Vietnamese trade 
negotiator walk out late Thursday night in frustration — had raised concerns the deal, which took 
years to negotiate, might collapse entirely.
What Canada hoped to achieve was to preserve market access in Japan. Canada has been able 
to improve the progressive elements and they have also been able to suspend key sections like 
intellectual property which Canadian stakeholders thought would have an impact on innovation,” 
Champagne said in effect that Canada did what’s right for Canadians—Canadian intention was to 
try to shape the terms of trade in the Asia-Pacific region in the future.
The TPP, which could have covered 40 percent of the global economy, was thrown into labyrinth 
first when President did withdraw the United States in one of his first acts as the national leader to 
protect American jobs, leaving other countries scrambling to keep the deal alive. Talks in Vietnam 
revolved around suspending some parts of the agreement in a bid to move forward leaving the 
United States behind. The trade negotiation was taken as a hallmark of U.S. engagement----- with 
Asia under the prior administration and a buffer against China’s rising power. A large number 
of political scientist called it more strategically significant than having another aircraft carrier 
battle group in the Pacific Ocean. Furthermore, it would go beyond traditional negotiation deals. 
Because it includes such issues as intellectual property, state-owned enterprises and labor rights. 
Some economists maintain that it might favor corporate interests over labor and other rights. The 
basic agreement reached in Da Nang spelled out that the 11 TPP ministers kept the high standards, 
overall balance and integrity of the TPP while ensuring the commercial and other interests of all 
participants and preserving our inherent right to regulate, including the flexibility of the parties to 
set legislative and regulatory priorities.     
As we recall, the United .States---originally the largest TPP economy, had been one of advocates 
before Trump assumed the office. But Trump has stated from time to time he prefers bilateral trade 
negotiations. At the same time he is seeking to renegotiate several major trade agreements to put 
America first----reiterating his strikingly different stance on trade before the 21-member APEC 
summit convened on November 10(Friday). “We are not going to let the United States be taken 
advantage of anymore,” he said. At APEC business conference, he lambasted the World Trade 
Organization and other trade forums as unfair to the United States and reiterated his preference for 
bilateral trade deals, saying “I am always going to put America first”---not enter into large trade 
deals, alluding to U.S. involvement in the North American Free Trade Agreement and the TPP.
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On the contrary, Chinese President Xi Jinping told the same group that nations need to stay 
committed to economic openness or risk being left behind. Xi drew loud applause when he 
urged support for the “multilateral trading regime” and progress toward a free-trade zone in the 
Asia-Pacific. China is not part of the TPP. APEC operates by consensus and customarily issues 
nonbinding statements. TPP commitments are to be eventually be ratified and enforced by its 
members. But even talks last week on a declaration to cap the APEC summit had to be extended 
for an extra half day as ministers fought and haggled over wording. The release of a set of 
ministerial agreements early on November 11 suggested the leaders would coordinate or finesse 
any disagreements so as to demonstrate unity and avoid embarrassing their hosts at the negotiation 
table. What is more significant,besides haggling over wording is, as William Zartman of Johns 
Hopkins University advocates, to plan and set up “pre-negotiations” before getting to the table.
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